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How I Lived With Model Airplane Kits
by Noel Allard

My dad was a hobbyist. His
passion was casting and collecting toy soldiers, painting
them and setting up armies
around our house. I didn’t care
for soldiers, but I was fascinated by the airplanes that flew
low over our house on approach or takeoff from WoldChamberlain Field (Mpls. St.
Paul Int’l.). I sat side-by-side
with my dad at a long workbench, he painting his soldiers,
I carving and painting wooden
model airplanes.
Dad didn’t play much ball with
me
(Continued on page 4)

Young Eagle Update

by Mike Dolan

December 14th was our last Young Eagle rally of
2002. EAA Chapter flew 268 youngsters at various
rally's during the calendar year 2002 and the members flew 48 on
their own as reported to me. Some members may not have mentioned Y.E. flights to me so the real total number of Young Eagles
flown by EAA Chapter 25 members may well be higher than 311
for 2002.
Chapter 25 conducted seven Young Eagle rally's in 2002, four
were staged out of our new hangar, the first and last were held at
Flyteline Services and one was out of Faribault. We had a total of
39 people that participated in our flight

(Continued on page 3)
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Cleared for Takeoff
by Pat Halligan

Happy New Year!

I would like to start off by thanking
Frank Hanish and Ed Hansen for all they have done for this
chapter. The fact that they spearheaded the campaign to get
us a hangar should not be soon forgotten. The hangar purchase was a defining moment in our chapter’s history and we
will be forever grateful to them and the rest of the members who made it possible. As
Frank and Ed leave their officer positions this chapter is in great shape and it is our job
to continue to promote our organization and general aviation. I look forward to working
with all of you to make this an interesting and exciting experience.
You may have noticed the name change of this column. After talking to Frank and looking back at the history of the column it looks as if each President puts a new name on
the column to signify a new beginning. I don't look at this so much as a new beginning
for our chapter, but as a new beginning for all the pilots who have recently flown their
first flight in their home built aircraft. A new beginning for all the young eagles as they
fly their first flights with our pilots. A new beginning of friendships as we meet new
members and fly to new destinations. The name of this column is in honor of each of
you, every time you TAKEOFF and do your part for general aviation.
I look forward to our first meeting in January as we set the agenda for the future. I hope
we have a great turnout each and every month. Jeff and I will do our best to make each
meeting exciting. Three things I would like you to start thinking about; increasing our
membership, fixing up our hangar and fundraising. The easiest of these will be increasing our membership. If you have someone in mind who you think would make a good
member, please bring them to a meeting and we will do our best to make them feel welcome. We have so many great aviators and so much to offer.
Again, I want to thank you for this opportunity to serve you and I look forward to working (flying) with you to make this chapter the envy of EAA.
—Pat

Minneapolis/St. Paul

Visit our website at eaa25.com
President

Pat Halligan 651-452-7050
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Minnesota Aviation Hall of Fame
Induction Banquet
Saturday, April 12, 2003 at the Thunderbird Hotel in Bloomington, MN
S

even outstanding Minnesota aviation personalities being inducted include: Willy
Bolduc, Jeff Hamiel, Goodwin Luck, Larry McCabe, Orvis Nelson, Eugene Trowbridge,
and Edna Gardner Whyte. Tickets $30 each. Reservations must be in by March 15, seating is limited and no tickets sold at the door. Information and reservation blanks available
by contacting Noel Allard at 952-448-5047 evenings
or e-mail: noel.e.allard@wellsfargo.com.

Newsletter Editor

Pete Gavin 612-866-6676
petegavin@mn.rr.com
Young Eagle Coordinator

Mike Dolan 952-652-2436
iamtopgun@voyager.net
Technical Counselors

Earl Adams 651-423-2973
Chris Bobka 952-432-7969
Dick Burns 952-473-1887
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ON FINAL is published monthly by Chapter 25 of the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) for the use, education and
enjoyment of Chapter members and others to whom it is provided. No claim is made for the accuracy of materials
presented. Editorial content is the opinion of the contributor and does not necessarily reflect the position of Chapter 25 nor
EAA. Submissions for publication are encouraged and should be addressed to: Pete Gavin, 6905 12th Ave S., Richfield,
MN 55423, phone (612) 866-6676 or via email to petegavin@mn.rr.com. Submission deadline: 1st Wednesday of the
month. New or renewal memberships ($20/year) should be addressed to: Ron Oehler, 36 Walden, Burnsville, MN 553373678, (952) 894-2332. Permission for other EAA Chapters to use the non-copyrighted portions of this publication is
hereby given as long as the source is acknowledged. Any copyrighted material that appears in this newsletter is with the
permission of the acknowledged copyright holder. Any further copying must obtain the permission of the original
copyright holder.
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Young Eagle Update
out to be a fairly warm and sunny day
with ceiling and visibility unlimited.
Stan got us going right away as the applicants were ready earlier than expected
and Stan was on time. I usually plan to
have pilots ready at 9 A.M. and ask the
Young Eagles to arrive at 9:30 or after. It
almost always begins inverted, the
Young Eagles begin to arrive and I begin
to sweat and wonder when the pilots will
arrive. Then Norm arrived in the Cub. He
barely got disembarked and we had a
Young Eagle at the plane for him to fly.
(Continued from page 1)
He mentioned that he had to defuel himself but got going right away. Each of
rally's as pilots and ground crew, five of our pilots with the exception of Norm
the 29 were not members of Chapter 25 had two flights, Norm had three flights in
and graciously gave their time and help.
the Cub.
Stan Chrobak, Dale Erickson, Peter
Gavin, Frank Hanish, and Norm Tesmar
flew our 27 Young Eagles at Airlake on
December 14th. When the morning of
the 14th came I was concerned that we
would have to deal with fog but it turned

to flying a number of Young Eagles for
each year. It, as usual, is a roll of the dice
for the number I turn in to headquarters.
For the year 2002, I decided on about 1.5
Young Eagles for each Chapter member
we have. This past year that number was
160. We almost doubled that number, so
we can feel good about our participation
Ron Oehler, and the Stein family: Linda, in the program. To date our Chapter memJim, James and Ruthie did the ground bers have flown well over 1500 Young
crew duties for the day. A couple of our Eagles.
Chapter members that were scheduled
for helping could not make it so we were For those of you that were not able to atgoing to be a little short on help and I tend our annual awards and dinner banwas somewhat worried. Then I looked up quet, I must let you know that our Young
from the registration table to a "Good Eagle "Topgun" and "Ramp Champ"
Morning Mike" and it was Linda Stein awards went to Pete Gavin and Ron
with her family. Originally Linda and Oehler respectively.
—Mike
James, James is a member of Chapter 25,
only were expected but due to circumstances we needed the extra hands and
having Jim and Ruthie there to help
made things run smoother. As an aside, I
must admit I was not as organized as
Ruthie would have liked me to be.

As a Chapter actively involved in the
EAA
Young
Eagle program we commit
Don and the
Stanley
Steamer

This Month—Jan 15th—6:30pm
Note that Noel Allard is bringing some of his
scratchbuilt miniatures to our meeting this month
From the South: Stay in the left lane of 35W and take exit 108
at the Crosstown. Continue north on Lyndale Ave to 50th
Street. Right turn and proceed 3 blocks. Turn left into the parking lot and park anywhere space is available. Door #9 facing
the south parking lot should be used to enter.

to the Senior High School 2 blocks west of Nicollet. Turn right
into the south parking lot and park anywhere space is available. Use Door #9 to enter.

From the North: Take 35W south to the 46th street exit and
turn right. Proceed west on 46th street to Nicollet Ave. Turn
left. Proceed south on Nicollet to 50th. Turn right. Continue
west on 50th past the Junior High School (at 50th and Nicollet)

If the south parking lot off 50th is full, drive around to the
parking lot off 49th Street on the north side of the school. Enter the school from the south using Door #9. The meeting will
be held in Room 119.
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How I Lived With Model Airplane Kits
( Continued from page 1 )

when I was growing up, but he taught me a lot about creating things with my own hands, and taking pride in what
I had made. He taught me about respecting what someone else has made, and the thrill of seeing something in
miniature. Our weekly routine was to hit the hobby shops
in Minneapolis on Saturday morning. I always came
home with a new model airplane, and he with a military
vehicle or some new soldiers. By the time I joined the
U.S. Army after high school, I had a small collection of
unbuilt model kits.
When I returned from the military three years later, I was
psyched to go to college and the things of my childhood
had to be put aside. But, dad produced a large carton of
plastic model kits that he had continued to buy for me
A handful of 1/100th scale civilian aircraft. Pretty small Fairchilds,
while I was away. I was amazed that some of them were
Curtiss Robin, Beech Staggerwing and Waco Cabin biplane
no longer available in the shops. I had the start of a great
collection. I developed a renewed interest in model airwere usually under $1.00 each!
plane kits and began to canvas hobby shops, drugstores, hardware stores, dime stores and wherever kits were sold. I bought
I constantly played with them, turning over in my hands the
everything that was a few years old. Nobody else was doing
finely carved, clear pine pieces in the Strombecker kits, marthis and I just knew that one day, these things would be very
veling at the foil-wrapped plaster components in the C-Z kits
valuable.
of the 1940s, the huge amount of plastic in the big Aurora
bomber kits. I built shelves across one end of my bedroomI never planned to build any of these kits, but I opened the
sized workshop and when the kits became so distracting that I
boxes and fondled the pieces, and marveled at the primitive
couldn’t concentrate on other things, I put up a curtain across
plan sheets, the ugly blocks of rough wood that were the warthe shelves so I couldn’t see the kits. When I joined the Twin
time kits. How a person could carve these things into a reasonCity Aero Historians in 1967, people began trading kits with
able scale model was hard to believe. But the kits, themselves
me and giving me kits. I heard about the Dodger baseball team
were the art object. My great love for the kits was the box art.
contracting with Revell to have a few thousand Dodger ElecThe box art was very colorful. Much of it was done by what
tras produced to sell at Candlestick Park. Revell modified their
were some of the finest aviation artists then practicing. WarElectra airliner molds to produce these kits. I had to have
time box art had side-view drawings, sketches, the 1960s kits
some, so I wrote to the stadium and had a case of them
had wonderful color logos, illustrations of other kits in the
shipped to me. To make a long story short, I eventually ended
same line, descriptions of the aircraft, and all the airplanes were
up with over 1500 unbuilt kits, all pristine in their original
depicted in action!
boxes.
The wooden kits from the 1930s represented biplanes. World
And this was important. I never completely unwrapped a kit or
War II kits were all fighters and bombers. Those kits were a
took all the parts out of a box. For, indeed many kits were
history of wartime rationing - no balsa, just rough peachcrate
packed so that the components were fitted and cradled together
wood. No decals, the insignia were just printed paper that
in the box so that one couldn’t possibly get them all back the
you’d cut out and paste onto the model with LePages musilage.
way they had been packed. I didn’t mess with these. I left the
No plastic parts, though there were many pot metal parts such
as propellers, wheels, cannon, and bombs.
In the early 1950s the transition to plastic began. It started with
finely shaped wooden fuselages and wings like you would find
in a Monogram Superkit of a P-51 or an F-86. But included
were injection-molded parts such as canopy, wheels, intake
cowlings, figures, bombs and rockets. By 1953, complete injection-molded kits began to make their appearance. The very first
were bagged kits from Revell, followed by boxed kits from
Monogram, Olin (later Lindberg,) Comet, and Pyro. These kits
from the 1930s, 40s and the early plastic kits I found as orphans at all the stores...no one was interested in them, so I
bought them all. Not just one, I would buy everything that the
merchant had. If he had ten kits, I bought them all. Kits then
ON FINAL JANUARY 2003

1935 Consolidated P2Y-1 Flying Boat—Canal Zone, 1/100th scale
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Test Flight of the BD X365

by Pete Gavin

soften at 375 (Vne?), losing all measurable tension,
and to begin to disintegrate at 415.

O

k, so this is not an airplane. But for
those of us who fly tube and fabric planes,
this is exciting stuff! When I attended SportAir’s fabric covering workshop in November, Jim Miller recommended B&D’s X365
iron as a current selling model that should
do the job. I decided to take one around the
pattern and see what it could do.
In class, I learned that three airspeeds (OK,
these are temps farenheight) were critical to
shrinking Poly-Fiber fabric:
• Vs 225 Smooth tape edges, form fabric around corners, remove creases
• Vy 250 Initial tightening, smooth
wrinkles from seams (5% shrink)
• Cruise 350 Final tightening (10%
shrink)
Anything above 350 was to be avoided, as
polyester is expected to begin to thermo-

I drew a 10x12” oblong on some Poly-Fiber Noel
Allard gave me with the Chief (stamped Poly-Fiber
ACFT Light-1 FAA PMA 1.7 oz/sq yd Over 170
lbs/in) and attached it to a frame with springs at the
four corners. I then ironed the fabric for a full 5 minutes at each of 12 different settings, measuring vertical
and horizontal shrinkage at the center each time. I
measured the temps with a Raytek Minitemp, checked
against boiling water (212 at a gentle boil). So what
did I discover?
First, I learned why they don’t print temps with the
control settings. At any given setting, the temp cycles
thru a min and max every few minutes, with the max
typically 60 deg above the min. When you hit the min,
current flows and you are up to max in 7 seconds, and
current cuts out. It takes several minutes to coast back
to min.
Here are some max temps and the associated center
height of the oblong after ironing (was 10” to start):
220 245 254 274 344 360 396 435 448
10” 97/8 91/2 91/4 83/4 81/2 81/4 81/8 8”
So, no shrink at 220 max, 5% at 254 max, 12% at
344 max, and the Poly-Fiber was as strong as ever at
448 max with 20% shrinkage. Hmmm.

Before

After

But with the stats on this fabric, I
think Noel must have left me a magic
carpet. No wonder the fabric on the
Chief still looks so good. I’ll have to
ask him if he maybe spilled some
Marvel Mystery Oil on it????

With a little calibration, I think this iron will work.

wee scale, but when the manufacturers finally settled in at
1/72nd and 1/48th (six feet to the inch and 4 feet to the inch) I
made the big switch and joined the 1/72nd clan.
One day, a fellow came out from California to visit. He was in
a model club in San Francisco and asked me if I wanted to sell
the whole collection. The offer I couldn’t refuse. I needed the
money, but the parting was sorrowful. I packed everything and
UPS’d it to him.

1930 Stinson SM-8A,
flown by Babe Alsworth, Fairmont. 1/72nd scale

tissue packing paper, the styrene glue tubes, the Casco wood
filler and powdered glue in their original packages.
To be sure, I was not about to build any of these kits from my
collection, but that didn’t mean that I was not going to build
model airplanes. I had been carving balsa model airplanes all
my life and just kept at it while the collecting was going on. In
the early 1960’s the manufacturers had not settled on a constant
scale for models as we have today, they just produced models
that fit in specific sized boxes. I decided to make my models all
to a constant scale. So, my balsa models came out of my shop
at 1/100th scale, or ten feet to the inch. That way they wouldn’t
take up much room. A fighter plane was about three inches in
wingspan, a bomber twice that. I built a lot of models in this
ON FINAL JANUARY 2003

The shelves are empty now (well, almost empty) of kits, but my
glass display case is filled with the models which I scratchbuilt
with my own hands. Hardly a day goes by that I don’t look at
them and think about how happy they make me feel. I love biplanes and old civilian planes from the golden age, the planes
they don’t make plastic kits of. The plane I am modeling right
now is a 1929 Waco RNF biplane. In the last several years, I
have concentrated on models of aircraft flown by Minnesotans.
I always considered building model airplanes my principal
hobby and I am hoping that I don’t lose my touch as I go into
retirement in a couple years. I’ve got a long list of aircraft I just
have to build.

Mark your calendars for Wednesday, January 15th. Noel is bringing some of his
miniature scratchbuilt models to our meeting at 6:30pm, Washburn High School in
South Minneapolis.
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Gusty Report

from the Southwest Journal

Peter Denny has been doing an excellent job on public relations with the Gusty restoration at Washburn High. Not only
did he get this article in the Southwest Journal, but he also
managed to get a profile of the restoration on one of the major
network’s nightly local news segments in December! Peter
says he is starting to see some funding firming up for both the
Gusty and the Sonex projects. Good work Peter!
December 06, 2002

At Washburn, the school basement is an airplane hangar
By Caitlin Pine
Led by an enterprising Australian, 25 students build airplanes
down under the classrooms
In a remarkably small room in Washburn High School's basement, about 25 high school students are building a plane. Yes, a
real airplane. And no, they aren't planning lift off from inside
the building. But school administrators should keep their eye on
that classroom, because aviation teacher Peter Denny is full of
ideas.
Denny, who taught for 25 years in Australia and then moved to
the states and just started his second year at Washburn where
he's using his Down Under teaching experience to help 16- and
17-year-olds restore a one-of-a-kind Gusty MK-1 aerobatic airplane.
"I give them a component, and they have to figure out where it
goes," Denny said of his own teaching style.
Denny says including plane construction in high school curriculums is fairly common in Australia, and he's hoping the practice
will gain steam in Minnesota. "I want to lift the emphasis of
aviation in education here. I would love the [Minneapolis Public Schools] to have a hangar and fly aircrafts out of it - like we
do in Australia," said Denny.
The class of juniors and seniors is rebuilding the Gusty with
inoperable parts because it is unique, and according to an aviators gentleman's agreement, one-of-a-kind planes are not flown,
said Denny.
Besides, a new engine would cost over $17,000.
The students are building the plane according to regulation
standards, however. Denny believes building a plane that is fit
to fly is part of the learning process. " You don't build a plane
80 percent. Either you do it right, or not at all. If you aren't
working to make the plane fly, you don't get the closeness that
you get to a plane you are going to fly," said Denny, who's built
his own all-metal RV6 airplane and was a ground instructor in
Australia's equivalent of the ROTC.
Where did this plane come from?
Gus Limbach, a Minnesotan, originally built the plane in Belgium around 1966, making radical modifications to the "Tipsy
Nipper" design of Earnest Oscar Tips in the early 1960s. The
design is significantly different from Tips' original. "It's like
taking a Ford and ripping all of its parts out and changing eveFreeway
rything inside," Denny said.
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Limbach hoped to design a plane with more powerful wings
than the others in its class to sweep the competitive aerobatic
plane circuit. But the modifications proved unsuccessful,
since the airplane was only flown in demonstrations and
never taken to competition.
"It probably didn't perform as well as the others, so it was
pulled out of the circuit. It's just like building Formula One
race cars - there's always one better," said Denny.
But the plane is part of aviation history because of its unique
design and because it was flown by several famous aviators.
Pilot Johnny Livingston -one of the fastest airplane racers in
the 1930s - flew the plane just after it was built by Limbach.
How did Washburn get it?
Limbach's widow donated the plane to Minnesota's Chapter
25 of the Experimental Aircraft Association, which planned
to restore it. But Denny, a new U.S. immigrant, formed a relationship with the chapter and convinced mentors to help
guide Washburn's aviation program.
Denny said the restoration project has created a lively interest
in the EAA mentors who, in addition to their regular commitment, often stop by during the school day to drop off parts,
watch and help the students along.
Washburn senior Russ Flaten said that although he doesn't
think he'll stay in aviation after high school, he sees real value
to restoring Gusty. "There's not any busy work in this class.
Denny gives us something real to do everyday. He knows
what he's doing, and he treats us like adults," said Flaten.
Patrick Picard, also a senior this year, hopes to be admitted to
Colorado's Air Force Academy next year. Picard says that although Denny has built his own plane, he doesn't baby-sit
students while they work. "He roams around the classroom
while we are working on our projects. He doesn't look like
he's paying attention, but then he'll drop in and help us to see
a new way to look at the problem," said Picard.
More than simply learning airplane mechanics, Denny says
he is teaching problem-solving and teamwork. "One of the
things that struck me about working in U.S. schools is how
kids aren't used to working in teams," Denny said. "And what
they see here is that there's not one kid that solves every problem. Sure, there are laid-back kids, but they get drawn into it
by the energy of the other kids."
Though Denny is immensely proud of the students working
on Gusty, he's not so keen on their other abilities. "They keep
on trying to imitate my accent, and they're just pathetic. Jon's
the worst, with his 'G'dye Mate.' They just floor me, they are
terrible," laughed Denny.
The students will finish renovating Gusty by the end of the
school year, but the program won't end with Gusty. Though
Denny still has $1,000 to raise to finish Gusty, he's already
working on the next high school construction project - a fully
operational Sonex 2 airplane. No worries, said Denny:
"They've done it before in Australia."
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Chapter Member
Jeff Coffeyr
Jeff was born and raised in Appleton, Wisconsin and was introduced to flying by his father and uncle who were both very active private pilots. Jeff's uncle began taking lessons as a teenager. Jeff's father Fran, not to be outdone by his younger
brother, decided he would do the same. Fran's efforts at getting
his license, however, were hampered by severe physical disabilities with his hands, legs, and feet. After finding an instructor
who was willing to give him a chance, Fran earned his ticket
just prior to his brother who had been delayed by failing the
written three times! Despite his disabilities, Fran has no restricJeff with his Dad, Fran (in the Sonex) at Sun & Fun last Spring
tions on his private license even though he's restricted to an
cially the homebuilts, proved to be infectious. Jeff began taking
automatic transmission when driving a car.
flying lessons when he was in High School. He took a break
Jeff's father and uncle began a small flying club that owned a from flying when he moved to the Twin Cities to attend college
Piper Cherokee. Jeff was too young to even remember those but then completed his Private in 1995.
first airplane rides in the Cherokee. He was lucky enough to literally grow up In 1997 Jeff and his wife Carrie bought a two-car garage that
taking casual Sat- also included their first home. In 1999 Jeff became serious
urday
morning about starting a homebuilt project. He and his Dad attended a
flights
around weekend long SportAir workshop that gave an excellent introNortheast Wiscon- duction to homebuilt construction techniques. Armed with that
sin with his fam- knowledge, Jeff began searching for the right plane to build.
ily. The other nice After a few months of research Jeff settled on the Sonex. After
part about being in final assembly in the Chapter 25 hangar, N921JC had it's first
Appleton was that flight 3 1/2 years after construction began.
Oshkosh was only Jeff's Sonex project led to him becoming a Chapter 25 member.
twenty minutes The incredible history of Chapter 25 and the amazing depth of
away.
knowledge held by it's members helped get Jeff's Sonex safely

Jeff on the wing of his dad’s Piper

Going to the EAA
Convention
at
Wittman
Field
was a summer ritual for the Coffey
family.
Being
around all of those
airplanes, espe-

Planting Potatoes
An old pilot lived alone in Minnesota. He had recently suffered a heart attack and lost his medical and was depressed. He
wanted to spade his potato garden, but it was very hard work.
His only son, who would have helped him, was in prison. The
old man wrote a letter to his son and mentioned his predicament.
Dear Son,
I am feeling pretty bad, because it looks like I won't be
able to plant my potato garden this year. I hate to miss doing the garden, because your mother always loved planting
time. I'm just getting too old to be digging up a garden
plot. If you were here, all my troubles would be over. I
ON FINAL JANUARY 2003

in the air. Jeff is excited to try and give back to the Chapter in
his new role as Vice President.
In the next few months watch for Jeff in Sonex N921JC buzzing the skies of his test flight area just south of the Twin Cities.
Jeff and Carrie are also expecting their first baby, a girl, in midMarch -- an arrival that is even more anticipated than the Sonex
first flight!

from Don Sektnan
know you would dig the plot for me, if you weren't in
prison.
Love, Dad
Shortly, the old man received this telegram:
“For Heaven's sake, Dad, don't dig up the garden! That's
where I buried the GUNS!”
At 4 A.M. the next morning, a dozen FBI agents and local police officers showed up and dug up the entire garden without
finding any guns. Confused, the old man wrote another note to
his son telling him what happened, and asking him what to do
next. His son's reply was, "Go ahead and plant your potatoes,
Dad. It's the best I could do for you at this time."
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Chapter Events and Fly-Ins
Jan 15 Chapter 25 Meeting,
WASHBURN Sr. H.S. 6:30pm!
Future meetings Feb 19 Mar 19
Apr 16 May 21 Jun 18 Jul 16
Mar 1 Chapter Hangar, Airlake
2nd Annual Chapter 25 Chili Feed
Jan 18 Marshfield WI (MFI) 10a-3p
Ski-Plane/Wheel Plane Fly-in and
Chili Feed. Packed snow runways.
Contact Dave LeVoy, 715/687-4120
Jan 18 Oshkosh WI (OSH) 8:30a-5p
Pioneer Airport Ski-Plane fly-in/Chili
feed, shuttle for wheel planes
selliott@eaa.org
Jan 18 Winsted MN (10D) 11a-1p
Annual Chili Feed 320/485-3720
Jan 25 Wautoma WI (Y50)
Wheel & Ski plane Chili Fly in.
Denis Winter 920/787-5163
Feb 1 Brodhead WI (C37)
Ch 641 Groundhog Chili Fly-in
NOTE: Runway will not be plowed!

BillWeber, 262/374-0465
Feb 9 Mondovi WI Log Cabin Apt
Chili Lunch Fly-In
Doug Ward 715/287-4205
Feb 15 Eden Prairie MN (FCM)
Pancakes at Marv Getten’s hangar

Feb 15 Bloomington MN 8a-5p
MN Recr. Aviation Conference
Radisson South & Plaza Tower
www.mnaero.com, click on
Events & Promotions
Feb 22 SoSt Paul MN (SGS)
Skiplane fly-in, Lunch 10-2p
Feb 23 Warroad MN
Annual Ski-plane Fly-In/Breakfast
David E. Paulson 218-386-1818
Mar 1 Duluth MN Sky Harbor Apt
Wheel/Skiplane Fly-In BBQ

Julius Salinas, (218) 723-4880
Apr 2-8 Lakeland EAA Sun ‘n Fun
May 16-18 Kewanee IL (EZI)
Midwest Aeronca Festival,
Jody Wittmeyer 309/852-2594

Stuff for Sale/Wanted
For Sale: 150 Lycoming exhaust system from Beech Musketeer—$200
Folding bike for aircraft travel, new—$200
Cape Canaveral 6’x4’ drafting table w/drafting machine—$300
Roger 320-358-3763 or call Benson Airport 651-429-0315
____________________________________________________________
For Sale: One Share in J-3 Cub Club, currently $110 per quarter plus $22
per hour wet. Hangared at Crystal, priority to Chapter 25 members. Student
pilots okay. Dan Carroll 952-593-5785
____________________________________________________________
For Sale: Lycoming O-235C, 0 SMO, no accessories, all logs. $4900.
John Curry 952/983-0742
____________________________________________________________
For Sale: one yellow tagged engine mount for a 1977 Decathlon.
Mark Kolesar H 763-544-6766, W 612-371-5171.
____________________________________________________________
For Sale: Hartzell propeller from Piper Cherokee 180
Ronn Winkler 952-829-5654
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

For Sale: 1/2 interest in RV-6A, completed and flying. George Jevnager’s
partners are selling their half. George 952-933-2485
____________________________________________________________
For Sale: 62-29 VW prop, beautiful for plane or den, $300, plus numerous
new/used gages. Bert Sisler 952-8848920
_______________________________________________________
Wanted: Kit project, new or used, partially built OK. Partnership OK.
Looking for cruise range ~150. 952/435-5597

Experience a Virtual Tour at: www.airovation.com
CONTINENTAL
LYCOMING

Bolduc Aviation
Specialized Services, Inc.
ANOKA COUNTY AIRPORT
8891 AIRPORT ROAD
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55449

DARRELL E. BOLDUC
PRESIDENT

(763) 780-1185

“SPECIALIZING IN ENGINE REBUILDING AND REPAIR”

YOUR PLANE FOR SALE?
We Broker, Buy and Trade
We Have Hangar Space
Call Connie or Gary

Phone and Fax
(952) 941-3700
AIRCRAFT SALES INC
Box 1219, Hopkins, MN 55345
ON FINAL JANUARY 2003

One Low Price. Plain and simple.

Always!

Apple Valley Ford

Apple Ford of Shakopee

(952) 431-5900

(952) 445-2420
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